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When Said and Done
by John DeBon
They stare with kind eyes, these sympathetic souls, encouraging 
me with obligatory compassion. I grip the podium, palms damp and mouth dry 
and nothing to say. How can I share my thoughts and memories of you when, by 
speaking them aloud, I will give away the precious little of you I still possess?
On legs of water and with feet of stone, I turn from their expectant faces and gaze 
upon you, but only your likeness remains, familiar yet foreign, a crafted illusion in 
a satin-lined box, a vestige of a life surrendered, of possibilities never to be known.
Tears roll down my cheeks, escaping like the years I waited for you to remember 
the hope life offered, the opportunities that had been yours—that had been 
ours. Though I did not realize the gravity of the situation until it was too late, 
I remember how innocently it began: the slip and the fall, the persistent pain, 
the prescriptions; how quickly your dependency grew, changing you, changing us, 
overshadowing our early years together until those happy times became nothing 
more than a reminder of what we had lost.
I know the beginning, and I am now living the end, but at what point did your life 
become so unbearable that a ruinous end seemed more desirable? When did my 
love become so trivial that it offered you no comfort, the world so constricted that 
your only escape from within a syringe? Was I too patient, too understanding? Did 
I look away, unwilling to acknowledge your embrace of that which changed you 
until I did not know you, until it became so painful I did not want to know you?
In guarded moments, after the pills had been swallowed or the needle had found 
a serviceable vein, when you were lost in an ethereal euphoria, wearing a blissful, 
indifferent smile as if privy to a secret I would never understand, thoughts of your 
death seeped into my mind with a coy, bitter appeal, promising relief from you 
and your addiction.
Yet, even in the darkest moments, when it was all I could do not to walk out the 
door and never return, I still loved you. Not the creature destroying herself by her 
own hand with whom I tried to reason, but the you I remembered and believed 
was still inside, drowning, wanting and waiting to be saved. Whether my belief 
came from the strength that enabled me to stand by you or from the weakness 
that prevented me from leaving you, I do not know, and it is too late to matter.
I could always see the promise within you, so rich with possibilities. That was my 
curse, no less insidious than yours. Now you lie before me, a dried flower destined 
for dust, and though I still see the shadow of possibilities in your pale, painted 
face, it is only a wistful delusion. You can no longer change, and I can no longer 
help. The possibilities are gone. Perhaps, they were always beyond our reach.
I stand hollow and naked in my grief, facing a world now as dull and brittle as fallen 
leaves. All I have is your husk before me, so false and yet so real and all too soon 
gone, which is why I say nothing to those who wait behind me murmuring their
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concerns. I suppose I should speak with them, but I cannot. If I turn from you now, 
you will be gone forever, relegated to the realm of memories where all things fade 
and no later exists, and I will have only my pain and remorse to prove you were 
once here.
We both failed, but only I will live with the knowledge. What will be my purpose 
without you to save, without you needing me to point out life's possibilities? 
Shamefully, I confess I became as dependent upon my belief that you needed me 
to save you as you became upon the opiates that possessed you. In this way, I fear I 
contributed to your death, and the anguish of such a possibility will haunt me until 
I find the vacant peace you have attained.
I hear their soft, considerate footsteps approaching. It is time. I have nothing left to 
offer but my regrets; nothing left to say but goodbye.
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